Both codes have their own specific advantages. After a criticality calculation has been performed with one of the codes, it is often desirable (or may be a safety requirement) to repeat the calculation with the other code to compare the important parameters using a different geometry treatment and cross section database. This manual conversion of input files between the two codes is labor intensive.
The industry needs the capability of converting geometry models between MCNP and KENO without a large investment in manpower. The proposed conversion package will aid the user in converting between the codes. It is not intended to be used as a "black box". The resulting input file will need to be carefully inspected by criticality safety personnel to verify the intent of the calculation is preserved in the conversion. The purpose of this package is to help the criticality specialist in the conversion process by converting the geometry, materials, and pertinent data cards.
Significant Accomplishments
In Phase I it was demonstrated that KENO Va input files could be converted to an MCNP format. The initial effort supported by Phase I only focused on converting KENO Va input files to MCNP input files. Both simple and complex KENO Va files, containing a single array, were converted to an MCNP format. A set of test files was developed using examples from the manual, examples from the class, and a number of simple geometries, to test the conversion of each of the different objects that exist in KENO Va (cubes, cuboids, cylinders, hemi-cylinders, hemi-spheres, spheres).
Along with the geometry, standard materials were converted to an MCNP format and the necessary running parameters were set in the MCNP input file based on the KENO Va input file. With this conversion, a number of KENO Va files could be run in MCNP. Phase 
KENO Va to MCNP Graphical User Interface
A program was written that combines a graphical user interface, written in C++, with a number of FORTRAN routines used to convert the KENO Va geometry to MCNP.
The C++ first reads the KENO input file. Because KENO Va builds a geometry from the inside to the outside, the order of the cards in the KENO input file is very important. After reading the KENO input file, the C++ will begin giving the geometry cards to the FORTRAN one card at a time in the proper order.
For each geometry card, the FORTRAN will first convert the KENO surface to MCNP surfaces. For a KENO cylinder, for example, there will be three MCNP surfaces, i.e., the cylinder surface, the upper plane of the KENO cylinder and the lower plane of the KENO cylinder. If this is the first KENO surface, the FORTRAN will then create a cell that is inside this KENO surface (inside the three MCNP surfaces for a cylinder). If it is not the first KENO surface, then the FORTRAN will create a cell with outer perimeter bounded by the KENO surface and the inner perimeter obtained from the previous KENO surface -this is a complicated portion of the conversion (a cylinder inside a cylinder, for example, will involve six MCNP surfaces).
This process continues for all the geometry cards, where other special KENO cards may indicate other features such as an individual "unit" or "hole" of the geometry that must be dealt with by the FORTRAN. After the geometry conversion is completed, the FORTRAN gives the MCNP cell and surface cards back to the C++. The C++ then deals with other types of cards, such as KENO cards specifying cross-sections, and then writes out the final MCNP input file.
The FORTRAN to C++ calls are designed to be the same as those used in generating the MCNP input file for the MCNP Visual Editor. The MCNP Visual Editor is the graphical user interface that is currently distributed with the MCNP code and was developed by Carter and Schwarz. This allows the same C++ files used for the creation of the MCNP cells and surfaces in the Visual Editor to be used to generate the MCNP cells and surfaces for the input generated from the KENO Va file. cuboid Rectangular parallelepiped and may be described anywhere relative to the origin. Converts to 6 MCNP surfaces.
sphere
Sphere that is centered about the origin, unless otherwise specified by the optional region origin data. Converts to an MCNP general sphere.
cylinder
Cylinder that has its length described along the Z axis. Its centerline must lie on the Z axis, unless otherwise specified by the optional region origin data. Convert to an MCNP CZ cylinder and two PZ surfaces.
zcylinder
xcylinder
Cylinder that has its length described along the X axis. Its centerline must lie on the X axis, unless otherwise specified by the optional region origin data. Convert to an MCNP CX cylinder and two PX surfaces.
ycylinder
Cylinder that has its length described along the Y axis. Its centerline must lie on the Y axis, unless otherwise specified by the optional region origin data. Convert to an MCNP CY cylinder and two PY surfaces. The distance from the "cut surface" to the center of a spherical surface or axis of a hemicylinder or hemisphere.
end geom.
End of the geometry. Create a rectangular parallelepiped that snugly fits the exterior of the array. The purpose of this region was to define the location of the array relative to the geometry regions external to the CORE. Converts to an MCNP lattice. ARRAY The geometry word ARRAY was added to allow specifying the array number and encasing the specified array in a snug fitting rectangular parallelepiped without having to specify the bias ID. Converts to an MCNP lattice.
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Converting a KENO Va File that Does not Contain an Array
REFLECTOR/ REPLICATE
Generates regions having the shape of the geometry region preceding the REFLECTOR description. LOOP LOOP enters unit orientation data in a manner resembling FORTRAN DO loops. The first field contains the unit number, followed by three fields that are treated like FORTRAN DO loops. FILL Enters data into an array by stringing in unit numbers starting at X = 1, Y = 1, Z = 1, and varying X, then Y, and then Z to fill the array. This converts to an MCNP fill matrix.
Phase 
Converting Other Special Data Cards in the KENO Va Input File
The conversion of the KENO files includes the conversion of the standard materials. Not all materials could be converted. Materials that could be easily converted to MCNP were converted. To accomplish this task, the conversion program was linked to the KENO Va code, so the KENO Va code could be used to read in the material information from the KENO Va library files. Once this information was read in, it was sent to the conversion code to generate the MCNP materials. In addition, parameters that had an MCNP counterpart were also converted as part of the Phase I work. For many problems, this enables the creation of an MCNP input file that will execute without further fine tuning. The Phase I work has demonstrated the feasibility of converting simple KENO Va geometries and geometries containing a single array to MCNP format. The objectives set out in Phase I were accomplished as demonstrated by the above discussion.
Future Work
Future work should enhance the conversion program developed in phase 1 to work with more complex KENO Va files, in particular those containing multiple arrays. In addition, the conversion should be adapted to work with the latest KENO VI file formats. Work should also be performed to allow for the conversion of an MCNP file back to a KENO file.
The specific technical objectives that could be pursued in future work are listed in Table  3 -1. Modify the converter to convert MCNP files to KENO format. 4 Test and debug the MCNP to KENO conversion. 5
Enhance the converter to convert KENO VI files to MCNP. 6
Test and debug the KENOVI to MCNP conversion.
7
Investigate and implement where possible the conversion of complex MCNP geometries to and from KENO format.
8
Investigate and implement graphical displays as necessary to aid in the conversion 9 Document the use of the conversion code.
